Counterpoint

Resolved?
SGX will make IoT applications more secure and safer.

(My view: skeptical.)

Possible uses of SGX

I

DRM: Prevent consumers from copying movies or playing them
without paying each time

I

Secure Client: Nest can verify that their software is running
on my Nest thermostat

I

Secure Server: User ships software to Google Cloud and
verifies that it runs faithfully

Why I think SGX is. . .

I

Probably net unhelpful on the client

I

Probably of limited benefit on the server

Computer scientists generally want computers to be understandable.

SGX can make a computer opaque even to its owner
A computer you can’t emulate and understand is, in
the long term, bad for security. Inspection by outsiders
has been a huge boon for security.
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The media-shy Google engineer who found the Heartbleed computer
security vulnerability has spoken out for the first time, revealing how
he found the serious bug, why he went looking for it in the first place,
and his predictions on whether something like it will be found again.
Speaking with Australian IT security podcast Risky.biz more than six
months after Heartbleed was disclosed publicly on April 7, Google's
Neel Mehta said he found the bug after conducting a "laborious"
source code review of the open source software that contained it,
OpenSSL.
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Intel patches remote hijacking vulnerability that lurked
in chips for 7 years
Flaw in remote management feature gives attackers a way to breach networks.
DAN GOODIN - 5/1/2017, 4:55 PM

SGX: a malware author’s dream

I

I

1

If any software in the enclave has a vulnerability (and
it will)1, could be taken over by malware.
Now malware is running in the secure enclave.

DB, debate part 1: “If you don’t know how to code. . . ”

Confidence

Security (static view)

Secure enclave

Debuggable

Confidence

Security is dynamic

Secure enclave

Debuggable

Time

The cost of opacity

I

I

I

It’s challenging for any outsider to find vulnerabilities in
software that runs in a secure enclave.
But black hats have more resources than white hats to
search for vulnerabilities.
Over the long term, SGX likely to lead to more
vulnerabilities known only to black hats (and not fixed).

Trusting the client

For client security, hard-learned principles say: don’t
rely on tamper-resistant hardware.
I
I

“Physical access is total access”
“Don’t trust the client”

What history suggests
If developers trust “tamper-proof” client hardware, empirically it leads to a false sense of security. A single
compromised client becomes a catastrophe.

How much do you really trust the chip?
Would you put your money into a cryptocurrency
backed by clients running software in SGX, attesting
that they didn’t spend the same coin twice?

Why SGX-like enclaves are not enough on the client

Even if you trust SGX, secure computation without secure IO is
not that useful. Most practical client applications would also want:
I
I
I
I

Secure
Secure
Secure
Secure

user presence (proof a button was pushed, e.g. Yubikey)
biometric (proof it really is the user)
display (proof user sees/confirms something)
instruments (temperature, camera, etc.)

SGX on the server: what is the threat model?
Secure Server
Use case: Ship code to Google Cloud and verify that it runs faithfully

What is the threat model?
I

Another VM tenant can break into my VM?

I

Google Inc. itself wants to trick me / steal my data?

I

Rogue Google employee?

SGX on the server: where does it really help?
Threat 1: Another VM tenant can break into my VM
I

By now, VM security is pretty good. No evidence SGX is
actually more robust, and in combination, additional benefit
likely marginal.

Threat 2: Google Inc. itself wants to trick me / steal my data
I

Crazy to think I can win this. Google pays Intel billions of
dollars a year. Maybe they have a special “debug” chip. Maybe
they know about a security hole in SGX. Maybe they know
about a security hole in my code (SGX no help with that).

SGX on the server: rogue sysadmin attacks

Threat 3: Rogue sysadmin with physical access to machine
I

In principle, TPM (circa 2006) is sufficient—SGX not needed.

Threat 4: Rogue sysadmin with access to the DRAM bus
I

Ok fine. But even so, SGX would have to be near-perfect. This
is a really hostile environment.

Tamper-proof hardware and software is hard to get right

Usenix Sec. ’03: “Remote timing attacks are practical”
“As mentioned in the introduction there are a number
of scenarios where the timing attack applies to networked servers. We discuss . . . an attack on trusted
computing projects such as Microsofts NGSCB (formerly Palladium).”

Tamper-proof hardware and software is hard to get right

Usenix Sec. ’03: “Remote timing attacks are practical”
“As mentioned in the introduction there are a number
of scenarios where the timing attack applies to networked servers. We discuss . . . an attack on trusted
computing projects such as Microsofts NGSCB (formerly Palladium).” —Brumley/Boneh, Stanford
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Boffins show Intel's SGX can leak crypto keys

Most read

Software Guard Extensions are supposed to hide data. But the
'Prime+Probe attack' fixes that

Raspberry Pi sours
thanks to mining malware

7 Mar 2017 at 05:58, Richard Chirgwin

Situation normal, blurts TMobile, while network
continues to crap itself

A researcher who in January helped highlight possible flaws in Intel's Software Guard
Extensions' input-output protection is back, this time with malware running inside a
protected SGX enclave.
Instead of protecting the system, Samuel Weiser and four collaborators of Austria's Graz

Lockheed, USAF hold
breath as F-35 pilots
report hypoxia

University of Technology write that the proof-of-concept uses SGX to conceal the malware –
and that within five minutes, he can grab RSA keys from SGX enclaves running on the
same system.

Mac ransomware author
is giving away malicious
code to script kiddies

It's the kind of thing SGX is explicitly designed to prevent. SGX is an isolation mechanism

Specsavers embraces
Azure and AWS, recoils
at Oracle's 'wow' factor

that's supposed to keep both code and data from prying eyes, even if a privileged user is
malicious.
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ABSTRACT
For the first time, we practically demonstrate that Intel
SGX enclaves are vulnerable against cache-timing attacks.
As a case study, we present an access-driven cache-timing
attack on AES when running inside an Intel SGX enclave.
Using Neve and Seifert’s elimination method, as well as a
cache probing mechanism relying on Intel PMC, we are able
to extract the AES secret key in less than 10 seconds by
investigating 480 encrypted blocks on average. The AES
implementation we attack is based on a Gladman AES implementation taken from an older version of OpenSSL, which is
known to be vulnerable to cache-timing attacks. In contrast
to previous works on cache-timing attacks, our attack is
executed with root privileges running on the same host as
the vulnerable enclave. Intel SGX, however, was designed to
precisely protect applications against such root-level attacks.

Since 2015, Intel addresses this threat with hardware instructions and provides an architecture extension called Software
Guard Extensions (SGX) that creates secure containers, socalled enclaves, to protect applications against access from
higher privileges, including the OS kernel [1, 7]. Unlike
previous solutions, such as the TPM, and similar to Intel
TXT, the OS kernel is considered untrusted within the threat
model of SGX and no hardware other than the CPU (such
as a TPM) is part of the trusted computing base.
Intel’s whitepapers about SGX discard cache-timing attacks
as unpractical physical attacks [1, 7], not mentioning the case
of software-based side-channel attacks. Software-based sidechannel attacks, however, are particularly powerful due to
Intel’s Performance Monitoring Counters (PMC), which are
restricted to the OS kernel, and according to Intel special care
needs to be taken when writing enclave code. In addition

The most frustrating thing about SGX

The most frustrating thing about SGX
Intel won’t let me use it! (in secure mode)

Conclusions
I

Making computers more opaque is probably unhelpful to
security in the long run. Computers should be understandable
and debuggable. Most security holes are discovered by outsiders.
SGX is a malware author’s dream.

I

“Don’t trust the client” and “physical access is total access”
remain good advice. Secure protocols have proved more
trustworthy than tamper-proof hardware.

I

I don’t think it’s beneficial to have IC vendors in the role of
software censors.

